2003 buick century transmission problems

The following chart shows the 20 most common problems for Buick Century. The number one
most common problem is related to the vehicle's exterior lighting with 41 problems. The second
most common problem is related to the vehicle's electrical system 22 problems. In our research
we use the PPMY index to compare the reliability of vehicles. The PPMY index of a certain
model is defined as the problems reported per thousand vehicles per Year. The total sales of the
Buick Century in the United States are , units [1]. If the total number of problems reported by
Buick Century owners in the last 17 years is , and the age of the vehicle is 17, the PPMY index
can then be calculated as. For more information, refer to this page: A study of reliability
comparison across Buick Century model year vehicles. The following chart shows the number
of problems reported during each of the service years since the debut of the Buick Century in
When making the decision between buying a new or used Buick Century, the following table can
be used to compare the Buick Century with the Buick Century from other model years. Note that
the number of problems reported for the Century is while the average number of problems
reported for the 10 model years of the Buick Century is Car Problems. Table 1. Common
problems of the Buick Century. Table 2. Table 3. Compare the Buick Century with other model
years. Exterior Lighting. Electrical System. Engine And Engine Cooling. Service Brakes. Vehicle
Speed Control. Power Train. Electronic Stability Control. Air Bag. Other Fuel System. Interior
Lighting. Gasoline Fuel System. Switch Year: Buick Century owners have reported 17 problems
related to transmission solenoid under the power train category. The most recently reported
issues are listed below. Also please check out the statistics and reliability analysis of Buick
Century based on all problems reported for the Century. The transmission on my Buick Century
has a hard shift condition that was diagnosed at 2 different transmission shops as a pressure
control solenoid failure that is very common with this car. One of the shops said the problem
will reoccur even with replacement of the part unless a shift kit is installed. After researching
this issue on line it becomes apparent that the shops are correct in their diagnosis. Why has
this issue not been a recall!. See all problems of the Buick Century. Vehicle exhibited hard
transmission shifts and jerking while shifting in traffic. Vehicle was taken to an independent
mechanic and diagnosed with code p, which indicates high transmission fluid pressure and
solenoid problems. And the trans up shift pressure control solenoid not keeping the right
pressure could damage the trans, and even if the trans is bought used it still has this problem
and is the same 4te trans and gm needs to fix this for free there are many complaints and issue
with the Buick Century,regals etc with this type of trans. And should be fixed right away before
it becomes a costly repair or wreck! For free. The contact owns a Buick Century. The contact
stated that while driving at various speeds, the transmission would shift hard and cause the
vehicle to jerk abnormally. The vehicle was taken to the dealer who diagnosed that the pressure
control solenoid was defective and needed to be replaced. The manufacturer was made aware
of the failure. The vehicle was not repaired. The failure mileage was 65, and the current mileage
was 69, While driving approximately 25 mph on normal road conditions, the transmission
exhibited an aggressive hard jolt when shifting from first to second gear or from second to third
gear. The service engine soon warning indicator illuminated on the instrument panel and
remained lit until the engine was turned off. The failure occurred intermittently. The vehicle was
taken to a transmission shop and the mechanic stated that the solenoid valve in the
transmission failed. The failure mileage was 75, and current mileage was 78, Transmission
problem on Buick Century according to internet reports many,many,many, owners experience
the same problem with a solenoid problem internally. Transmission problem, car was lurching
into gear. Mechanic said bad tran. Shift solenoid bad and something else. Had to replace
transmission and car only has 60, miles. Work done at aaa car care center. While driving various
speeds, the vehicle shifts hard between first, second, and third gears. The vehicle runs
smoothly all other times. The contact took the vehicle to the dealer and they stated that the
transmission solenoids needed to be rebuilt. The VIN, engine size, and powertrain were
unknown. The current mileage was 45, and failure mileage was 40, Intermittent problem. These
issues are popping up anywhere between 30k and 80k miles, and these parts are parts that
should last the life of the car and never be replaced. Ongoing problem. The transmission was
hesitating in first gear. A mechanic at midway service center looked at the vehicle on and the
code p for transmission shift valve was detected. At the time, the dealer, jim stutzman, replaced
the pc solenoid transmission shift valve part While driving mph, the vehicle jerked extremely
hard when shifting from one gear to another. The mechanic stated that the solenoid valve was
defective. As of October 31, , the dealer had not inspected or repaired the vehicle. The failure
mileage was 80, and current mileage was 86, Updated The consumer stated the vehicle fails to
shift out of gear on the consistent basis. Transmissions on american cars are messing up too
early. My friend's Dodge caravan went out after the mile warranty, month later. Other cars the
solenoid on upshifts and were causing harsh upshift problems on many cars. Old cars before ,

transmissions did not fail for more than 10 years, today's model transmissions were causing
problems the first years. These problems on the Buick Century happened the last years. Harsh
upshifts on transmission, Power windows, after 3 years, didn't work on rear windows and were
to slow on the front windows. Steering wheel stereo controls volume was never fixed after
taking times for repairs. These were thousands of dollars I was spending for years of driving. If
nothing was done about this I will be turning Toyota, camry. Your advice will very gladly be
appreciated. Consumer letter in regards to reimbursement for all expenses incurred for repairs
on the Buick Century. The pressure solenoid was the proximate cause of subsequent damages
tot he intake system, brake lines and transmisison. Two hundred miles away from home I
started having tansmission problems on my Buick Century, limited edition, with 33, miles on it.
Brought the car brand new and maintained it religiously. Shifting was extremely harsh. Did ok
going 55 - 65 miles an hour on the freeway. Non freeway driving it went back to harsh shifting,
whining engine, slow acceleration. Took it in to the dealer next am. After talking with the
assistant service manager, they agreed to a split. However, I feel gm is solely responsible. They
were aware of this two years ago. Fortunately, I wasn't stranded in the desert in degrees
temperature with my young grand children. It is my understanding that gm had issued a bulletin
regarding this defective part. The pcs solenoids were made of a softer metal than the hole they
ride in after a while they wear and start hanging up. While drivingm, the transmission slipped as
if it did not know what gear it should be in. Took vehicle to the dealer, but problem was not
resolved. There was also a jerking motion displayed when shifting the gears up and or down.
My car was experiencing an erratic, and harsh upshift when shifting from first, to second, and
then to third gear. This problem was due to a faulty pressure control solenoid valve assembly.
After investigating I found out that 17 different vehicles have this transmission with the same
valve in it, that could have the same trouble. Vehicle had a delay in acceleration when taking off
from a stop. Dealer replaced the pressure control solenoid that is located in the transmission.
Car Problems. Transmission Solenoid problem of the Buick Century 1. Transmission Solenoid
problem of the Buick Century 2. Transmission Solenoid problem of the Buick Century 3.
Transmission Solenoid problem of the Buick Century 4. Transmission Solenoid problem of the
Buick Century 5. Transmission Solenoid problem of the Buick Century 6. Transmission
Solenoid problem of the Buick Century 7. Transmission Solenoid problem of the Buick Century
8. Transmission Solenoid problem of the Buick Century 9. Transmission Solenoid problem of
the Buick Century Automatic Transmission problems. Power Train problems. Automatic
Transmission Gear Indicator problems. Transmission Failure problems. Noises During Shifting
problems. Manual Transmission Shift Pattern Indicator problems. Automatic Transmission
Torque Converter problems. Vehicle Shudder problems. Automatic Transmission Column Shift
problems. I have a Buick Century that i recently months ago purchased with ,xxx miles and the
transmission started giving me issues the vehicle now has ,xxx miles. I decided to do a
transmission filter and fluid change but that didn't seem to help. The problem that it is
exhibiting can best be described by occasional slipping. The most noticeable slip is when i stop
at a stop sign or traffic light. When i attempt to accelerate from a stop, the car barely moves,
followed by a slam into first gear. It feels a lot like if you were in a standard transmission vehicle
and you were to drop the clutch at 2. I am on a tight budget for time and money but, if possible
and able, i would like to correct this problem myself. I have the capability of removing the
engine and transmission from the vehicle if absolutely necessary My main reason for posting
this is because i know that if i handle this problem now, it is more likely to remain a small
problem and, therefore, more likely to be less costly to repair. Can anyone narrow down the
possible problems? Any information that anyone has would be greatly appreciated. I am, not
only trying to resolve this problem, but understand itsoccurrencee and onset to avoid future
problems. Trending News. Tiger Woods injured in one-car rollover accident. Sports world
wishes Tiger Woods well after crash. Pat Sajak called out for mocking contestant. Top volleyball
duo boycott country over bikini ban. Do you know your privilege? An eye-opening lesson. Other
Important Details: -Transmission code P maximum adapt long shift code shown anti lockk
brakes applied themselves randomly at one point directly after trans. Answer Save. MasTec Lv
7. Still have questions? Get your answers by asking now. It looks like you're new here. If you
want to get involved, click one of these buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On
Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What
Edmunds Says Pros. August in Buick. August September March I have had the same problem
with two transmissions. After 40 to 50K miles, and after traveling for 1 to 2 hours at 65 to 75
mph, the transmission slips momentarily after stopping. Some times the slipping continues for
a while and then goes away. Starting the next day, the transmission is fine. I had the
transmission flushed after 75K and the problem went away for about 20K miles and returned.
My transmission is now doing the same thing at 70K and I am getting ready to have it flushed.

Has anyone else had this issue and does anyone know what the cause or cure might be? Your
help would be greatly appreciated. Joe B. April Hi Im new here. I am replacing my tranny this
weekend and wanted any advice anyone might be able to throw at me. Thanks :shades:. May
Had rebuilt transmission put in about 3, miles ago. PUt it in next dear and still didn't move. Then
in low gear it went forward. It also goes into reverse. I drove slowly and it took me home. Guy
who put it in no longer in business. Also trac off light and service vehicle soon and anti lock
lights have been coming on and off for the past few weeks. Had it scanned and all systems
passed. Also passenger side window stopped moving a few months ago. Any ideas or
opinions? Called transmission place and he said he'd have to take the whole thing apart. Didn't
even see it. July I have a 96 buick century.. I jus recently bought da car and i drove it 4rm atl to
savannah well half way b4 it cut off.. Some veterans dat helped me told me dat my fly wheel
broke then wen i got it towed da mechanic told me i have to get my whole transmission rebuilt..
When i start da car n put it n drive it makes this loud noise but it goes in reverse.. Can yu tell me
wat may be the problem could it be my gears are stuck etc. Can anyone tell me what
transmission came in the 89 Century with the 3. January I was havein the same porblem with my
, it would slowly accelerate up to about and then when it goes to shift it would sit in nutral and
the engine would just rev, and the next day when i drove it to the shop it drove fine and they
drove it and nothing. It would not go into gear for several minutes after placing the shift selecter
in drive. It slipped between gears and sometimes down shifted hard when coming to a stop and
then pulling away. Most problems went away after it was driven for a while. The transmission
shops quoted from , and to repair the problem. Then I tried the well advertised solution of
adding a can of seafoam transmission treatment. Now what? The next solution was to use
dexron VI instead of dexron III because gm dexronVI says on the bottle that it can be used in
older GM vehicles to prevent transmission shifting problems. So I put dextro VI in the
transmission with one can of seafoam and guess what. I have no more problems. My Century
has , kms x taxi and runs like new. I just wished I had tried the dexron VI before taking the
transmission apart first. Let me know how you resolve your problem. February I have a century
with miles. The dealer said it was time for a transmission and power steering flush. Can anyone
advise. October Have an 89 Buick Century 3. Stopped at a stop sign and then car would not
move. No problem before that car ran fine. Fluids are good but when you shift into any gear
does not feel like the transmission engages. Anyone have any ideas I would appreciate it. I had
my transmission rebuilt and they corrected numerous issues. A new failure has shown up
recently still under warranty, but repair shop is not trying to fix my issue. When the car is cold ie
overnight, or sitting at work on parking lot for 8hrs , I frequently notice that when in 1st and
when I need a fast takeoff ie blind curve exiting work parking lot that the transmission will slip,
then I can begin to feel the clutches start grabbing and moving me forward. It's a bit unnerving
to have that happen if you really need the power. The repair shop says I need to let the
transmission warm up before going. Never did that before and he's had the transmission out 3
times after the rebuild. Can you say 4 times? Anyone have a clue as to what is wrong with the
transmission? I'm ready to take it to another shop that knows what they're doing. November I
bought this car when it had 22K on it and it now has K. Been very happy with it as the engine
runs great and is very quiet and smooth--I often get 30mpg or sometimes even higher on the
highway but have recently developed a hard shifting problem. When it upshifts I get a hard
clunk as if the shift is delayed and then finally catches. I had the transmission fluid changed at a
national quick service chain. Shortly thereafter the problem, which is intermittent got bad
enough to take it to a local repair shop. Problem is still intermittent and mostly after the car is
warm. I am just trying to get an idea of what cost the repairs might be as I may just trade the
thing off if it likely going to be a major repair. Thank you for taking your time to explain your
experience. If you would like to work with a GM dealer for your concerns please feel free to
email me. If you have any questions comments or concerns please feel free to email me.
Christina GM Customer Service. I have a buick century and I have lately been having a problem
where at around mph, it feels like the car won't shift into the next gear and then after it speeds
up it won't slow down or anything without me putting on the breaks, even when on hills, and
sometimes it even feels like it speeds up on its own without my foot on the gas at all. I am poor
and in college and I have had soooo many problems with this car that I am thinking of trading it
in to a dealer and getting a different one that hopefully won't have as many problems. If this
repair would cost too much I would just trade it in for something else. My Buick was absolutely
perfect until I had the trans fluid flushed, then it began to intermittently shift hard, mostly 2nd
and 3d gear, usually when warm. The quicky oil change place I had it done at says they did
everything right, put in the right fluid, and didn't use any cleaner, just extracted the old and
replaced with new fluid. The oil change place uses DM3, which they said is the right stuff. My
owner's manual says it needs Dextron III. Should I go after the oil change place? Thanks for any

advice. The car will shift harshly at times, slip at times like many other Buick Centurys. The
problem lies in the transaxle position sensor on the opposite side of the throttle position sensor
on the throttle valve after the air intake It will stick. You can either replace it, instead of all the
other crap they try to sell you or pump the gas pedal a few times before you start it. February
edited February I have a Century that had intermittent transmission trouble. The check engine
light would come and go. It would start to surge and hard shift. Sometimes would not go into
1st gear and would stay in overdrive. I did some research and found that the cars tend to have
electrical shorts in the wire harness that plugs into the transmission, drivers side above the
tranmission housing. There is a plug that has about 20 wires. They can break internally. You can
try unplugging it and cleaning the connections. I did that and it corrected for a short period of
time. Eventually it no longer worked. A new harness runs about 70 bucks. Was a pain to splice
all of the wires, but I have driven it for 2 days with no surging, no shift problems and no check
engine lights. The wires on the old plug were smashed and twisted where they go into the plug.
Try that first, I see that the fix the repair places want to do is rebuild or replace the transmission
and the problem seems to come back. The real problem was the connection. Good luck and try
that, it is better than replacing the transmission if it is not the problem. It feels like it shifts into
gear but wont move. I had to rev the engine in neutral and drop it into drive and it popped, then I
could drive it, but as soon as i shift it into reverse or park then it sticks again. I checked the fluid
and it looks fine and is at the proper level. I ran my scanner on it and it didn't show anything.
Any ideas? Need to check electrical connector at transmission on drivers side. Wires go bad.
Picked up one out of a junker and spliced in. Took care of mine. That is why people who have
the trans replaced are having the trouble recur. Friends replaced transmission about a year ago.
Today the transmission won't shift into any gear. Dip stick is dry! Saw transmission fluid leaked
out under car. Just drove over miles yesterday! Since replaced a year ago it still whined, shifted
roughly after warmed up at around 35 mph, so my question is do we replace the transmission or
check for other things first? Like wire harness gone bad, filter, transaxle position sensor, 4
solenoid switches and use seafoam transmiss. June Hi, I'm looking for some guidance for the
issues I'm having with my Century. I have been experiencing shuttering and slipping in first
gear even after a rebuilt transmission was placed in it by a reputable shop that we have had no
issues with in the past. These problems were happening before the swap as well. I've also
experienced what seems like a lag in full traction in my transmission. I'll be in first gear
speeding up, or even second gear as well, and it will feel like my car has power and it is
accelerating, though slower than normal, and then a few seconds later it will feel like it catches
full traction in the transmission and be back to normal. Sometimes there will be a thud or at
least a noticeable noise or feeling. When we brought the car in initially to have the transmission
replaced the torque converter passed the test it had done on it. I'm wondering if this part is the
issue at all? Also, for many years I have not completely stopped when switching from R to D.
I've been switching gears at mph, but I'm curious if that has some effect on the performance of
the transmission. Any suggestions you might have as to why I'm having this problem and any
possible solutions would be much appreciated! Thanks, Mike. Ok my buick has , on it and if i
drive it for 20 mins or so down the highway the transmission overdrive kicks out and i lose 10
mph on the speedometer so it says im doing 50 but im really doing 60 with everybody else. I
replaced the speed sensor yesterday and still the same thing. Other than that transmission
shifts nice and smooth. Sign In or Register to comment. Transmission problems have been
identified for every model produced by Buick, though some years have fared better than others.
The problems reported vary from transmissions shifting erratically and loss of transmission
fluid to transmission failure. There are also some other problems reported in Buicks which may
be mistaken for transmission issues, such as potential looseness in the throttle pressure cable
connecting the carburetor to the transmission in several models. The condition of the
modulator may be checked by pulling the attached vacuum line from its connector to the
transmission; fluid in the line indicates a bad modulator. Since modulators control shift
firmness, a bad modulator can result in slipping gears. Buick's T transmissions contain a
plastic acc
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umulator piston which often breaks. These pistons can be replaced by aluminum models in
rebuilt transmissions. When in proper working order, this mechanism regulates engine braking,
allowing for smooth shifting. The C Buick transmissions are known for erratic shifting thanks to
brittle plastic connectors holding the shift points. Bad modulators may also cause this problem.
Also, external sensors on the 4L60E and 4L80E transmissions are also known to go bad and

cause erratic shifting. The 4L80E transmission is known for sensor problems. The input and
output speed sensors often fail or misfire, causing a variety of shifting problemsincluding
erratic shifting, shifting slips, hard or soft shiftingor may cease shifting entirely. These sensors
should always be checked first in the event of transmission problems with these models. Erratic
Shifting The C Buick transmissions are known for erratic shifting thanks to brittle plastic
connectors holding the shift points. References USATransdoctor.

